ing mammalian neurogenesis remains virtually unNew Haven, Connecticut 06511 known, studies in Drosophila have begun to unravel the underlying molecular mechanisms. In the Drosophila CNS, most neurons and glia arise from 30 individually identifiable, segmentally reiterated neuroblasts. Each neuroblast divides repeatedly like stem cells to bud off A key question in developmental neurobiology is how ganglion mother cells (GMC), which then divide, often the diversity of cell types that make up the mature asymmetrically, to generate two differentiated neural nervous system are generated from a common set of cells. Moreover, each GMC within a neuroblast lineage progenitor cells. Drosophila genes governing temporal can be uniquely defined by the differentiated offspring it cell fate determination and asymmetric cell divisions produces, thereby making Drosophila CNS an attractive involving numb may represent evolutionarily consystem to study temporal aspects of neurogenesis. served mechanisms for regulating cell fate diversificaNeuroblasts within a given segment are born asyntion in the developing nervous system. chronously, and therefore, a late-born neuron in one lineage may emerge earlier than an early-born one from another. However, all the neuroblasts, whether early or A key goal of developmental neurobiology is to underlate forming, sequentially express four nuclear transcripstand how distinct neurons and glia arise from seemingly tion factors, Hunchback ( has been most clearly demonstrated in the Drosophila generated in an "inside-out" fashion: neurons occupying peripheral nervous system (PNS), where Numb protein, deeper layers of the mature neocortex are generated a cytoplasmic cell fate determinant, initially distributes first, followed by those in more superficial layers, which have to migrate past earlier-born neurons. Since neusymmetrically in dividing neural precursor cells but berons in each layer have distinct morphologies, conneccomes asymmetrically localized to only one-half of the tions, and physiological properties, these experiments cell membrane by metaphase and, as a result, is segrealso suggest a precise correlation between birth date gated primarily to only one daughter cell (Rhyu et al., and neuronal fate. Moreover, lineage tracing experi-1994). In the Drosophila CNS, the asymmetric localizaments show that a given cortical progenitor cell can tion of Numb and the orientation of neuroblast divisions generate multiple neurons that occupy different layers, are coordinated to allow the segregation of Numb during indicating that this correlation reflects the ability of proeach division to only the GMC daughter, which in turn genitor cells to divide asymmetrically to produce distinct segregates Numb asymmetrically to only one of its neurons in a temporal order rather than the presence daughter cells (Figure 1) 
Clearly, both temporally regulated mechanisms and asymmetric cell division contribute to the generation of the full spectrum of neural cell types in the Drosophila cell inheriting it to counter this instruction, thereby adopting a lineage-dependent alternative fate (Spana CNS. Do they share anything in common? One feature shared by both mechanisms is that they both appear to and Doe, 1996). Using an in vitro culture system, they showed that when MP2 cells were cultured in isolation, be rather general mechanisms and are not restricted to specific cell types or lineages. 
